It is a fact well known that a surgeon with no complications is a surgeon performing no operations. Assuming the majority of surgeons do operate (although with the enforcement of EWTD this may in the future need further clarification) and therefore fall into the category of surgeons *with* complications, how the individual reacts or copes with such events is an interesting subject of debate.

As with many aspects of personality trait there are two polar extremes; in terms of coping with complications they can be described as those who castigate and those who flagellate. The main difference is not the method of their self-assessment but rather the object of their infliction.

The castigators adopt the 'blame, blame, name and shame' approach. This surgeon, when faced with major and often catastrophic complications including death itself, will hurry to the scene, see the patient, scour the notes, and dig until he can justify that it wasn\'t his fault. It couldn\'t have been. He had only done the surgery, which, after all had been a fine piece of masterful genius, and which could not possibly have contributed to any subsequent problems. He breathes a sigh of relief as he reminds himself and anyone else in the near vicinity just how well the surgery had gone. But his self-gratification soon sours as he remembers there is still a problem. His attention is thus turned to those who are undoubtedly to blame for this easily avoidable disaster. The noise level soars, as the frightened half-ling, clearly responsible for this act of gross medical incompetence is publicly denounced, denuded and disgraced.

The flagellator on the other hand, will also hurry to the scene, see the patient and scour the notes. He will by contrast assume it was his fault. It must have been. He had performed the surgery, which, after all had been difficult. He breathes a sigh of despair, wondering whether he could have picked up on this earlier or what he should do differently next time. His agony deepens as he leaves reviewing his actions feeling depressed, demoralised and despondent.

For the castigators the problem and all memory of it ends abruptly with the public humiliation of the insurgent. Their surgical skill, judgement and expertise are intact and need no further assessment. It wasn\'t, after all, their fault. But for the flagellator the problems continue. Their next theatre session resumes with every semblance of an SHO approaching their first hernia repair as they tentatively return to the operating room, the memory of the case before entrenched in their annals.

In reality, while we all may know someone at both extremes, the majority probably fall somewhere in between. A healthy mix of self-questioning and appraisal is appropriate, while retaining confidence in our ability to do the job. But such arguments are not just hardy perennials in philosophy, they are increasingly becoming part of today\'s political defence mechanism. As revalidation, reappraisal and clinical governance drive doctors to open and transparent accountability, will the last man standing be he who refuses to blame or he who refuses to err?

'To err is human, to blame ... even more so' (unknown).
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